SUSPA height adjustment systems for kitchen furniture
Functionality and ergonomics for modern kitchens

- Electric motor systems for kitchen islands
- Gas springs for downdraft cooker hoods
- Pneumatic or electric lifting columns for height adjustable kitchen tables
SUSPA height adjustment systems for kitchen furniture

Product overview

1. SMS – SpindleMotorSystem
   - Adjustment range up to 400 mm
   - Maximum load 150 kg per leg
   - Perfect for compact installation space

2. Electric Lifting Column ELS3
   - Adjustment range up to 650 mm
   - Maximum load 60 kg per leg
   - 1-stage or 2-stage

3. Pneumatic Lifting Column VariStand and VariBase
   - Adjustment range 415 mm
   - Maximum load up to 35 kg
   - Design: round tube or square tube

4. Gas Spring TouchLift
   - Locking function in the closed position

Gas Spring TouchLift
SUSPA technologies make the kitchen the heart of the home

Today's kitchens are more than places to store and prepare food. They are the backdrop for shared experiences – including cooking and eating, entertaining, and celebrating.

SUSPA’s sophisticated products make adjusting the height of worktops, cabinets and appliances straightforward and simple. For example, downdraft extractors can be effortlessly retracted into the worktop after use. SUSPA height adjustment systems are compact, and support extremely heavy loads. As a result, they allow a great deal of versatility and flexibility in product and kitchen design. Moreover, the plug-and-play solutions are quick and easy to install, and can also be retrofitted.

SUSPA’s cost-effective adjustment systems add a new level of convenience and improved ergonomics to kitchens of all shapes and sizes. Each kitchen task can be done at exactly the height required – making everyone feel right at home.